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Changing Your Address?

Special Note: Don’t forget to 
forward any change of address to  
O.A.G.E.E. c/o Becker Associ-
ates, 10 Morrow Avenue, Suite 
202, Toronto, ON M6R 2J1. This 
applies particularly to pre-service 
student members. This will ensure 
that you receive a full annual set 
of issues of The Monograph.

2016 OAGEE Conference 
Announcements

Initial announcements for the 
OAGEE Spring and Fall Confer-
ences are on pages 5 and 6 of this 
issue. Plan now to attend - put 
aside these days on your calendar.

For the latest information visit:

www.oagee.org
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President’s Message
Shawn Hughes, Kawartha Pine Ridge District School Board

Over the years OAGEE has had many followers that want 
updates, resources, and news about geographic education 
in Ontario. Through our conferences, institutes, publica-
tions, and social media, OAGEE volunteers have been work-
ing hard to increase the level of interest and engagement 
amongst these followers in an effort to build a community 
of Geographic Educators. These “geo-evangelists” are active 
OAGEE community members that:

 • participate in our awesome OAGEE Fall and Spring 
Conferences;

 • strive to improve, update and advance geographic 
education in Canada;

 • identify themselves as geographic educators.

Following the Toronto Star’s History education article 
on January 23, 2016 there has been a tremendous amount 
of concern expressed by this community of geographic 
educators re: the fate of geographic education in Ontario.

Required Grade 10 history and civics classes earn a higher 
provincial rating than others such as Geography.

http : / /www.thes tar. com/your toronto / educa -
tion/2016/01/23/ontario-lauded-for-high-school-history-
curriculum.html 

As a result, the following letter was sent to Canadian 
Geographic Education (Can Geo Education), the educa-
tional committee of The Royal Canadian Geographical 
Society (RCGS), to step up their efforts towards increasing 
the emphasis on Geography within the school system and 
public awareness of the importance of geographic literacy.

“Many of our teachers fear that Geography is becom-
ing a dying subject in our province. Geography is often 
lost within the Social Studies curriculum throughout 
elementary school. Very little time is devoted to Geog-
raphy, especially in light of the emphasis on Numeracy 
and Literacy assessments, and Science, Technology, 
Engineering and Math (STEM) courses. When Geog-
raphy is offered as part of an interdisciplinary Social 
Studies, it is at significant risk of being an afterthought 
within the content of the course. 

“At the secondary (high school) level, the only 
compulsory Geography course occurs in the first year 
(Grade 9). Elective Geography courses are offered at 
the senior grades, but there is stiff competition with 
other courses and a large emphasis placed on STEM. 

“Due to the multidisciplinary nature of Geog-
raphy, many of the topics traditionally associated 
with this subject are slowly being dispersed to other 

courses (e.g. Environmental Sciences and History).

“Through my correspondence with Geographic Alli-
ances in Arizona, Colorado, and California, it appears 
that we share a common challenge throughout much 
of North America: the focus on literacy, numeracy, 
and STEM is diminishing geographic education. Many 
States have Geography standards for every grade level, 
but there are no required courses in the subject.

“Teachers at the K-6 level are challenged to incor-
porate Geography into their social studies lessons, but 
many teachers themselves have had little training in 
the subject and lack the resources to support develop-
ment of spatial reasoning and understanding of the 
more complex aspects of place. 
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The Monograph
needs you!

“Like OAGEE, many geographic alliances throughout 
the United States have been fighting for geographic  
education for over 30 years. The Geographic Educa-
tion National Implementation Project (GENIP) was 
formed by a consortium of geographic associations 
committed to improving the status and quality of 
Geography education in the United States. “Its mission 
is outreach on behalf of Geography to educators and 
policy makers across the United States”.

http://genip.tamu.edu/

“Our educators feel that it is very important that 
student be exposed to Geography throughout their 
elementary and secondary school careers. Alexander 
von Humboldt stated “the most dangerous worldview 
is the worldview of those who have not viewed the 
world.“ Teachers are charged with the huge task of 
preparing students to venture out into the real world. 
Unfortunately, teaching students about that world has 
gradually become less a priority nationwide. Teaching 
spatial skills and global citizenship has been deemed 
unimportant. 

“OAGEE is open to partnering with Can Geo Educa-
tion in advocating for improved geographic literacy, 
and for Geography as a distinct and valued core 
discipline in the K to 12 curriculum across Canada. 
OAGEE is more than willing to play an active role in 
the recently announced revision of the Canadian 
National Standards for Geography. In addition, 

OAGEE will continue to endorse and promote the St. 
John’s Declaration, and its goal “to improve, update 
and advance geographic education” in Canada, and 
is willing to assist Can Geo Education in any way it 
can to make this a reality.

“A small community of supportive “geo-evangelists” 
are the backbone of OAGEE. Several of our members 
that stand ready to work with Can Geo Education 
have been nominated for both the OAGEE Award 
of Distinction and RCGS College of Fellows due to 
their dedication to great geographic education and 
informing Canadians about this country.”

This is a crucial time for Geography in Ontario. You can 
make a difference! 

We hope to see you at OAGEE’s amazing current and 
relevant professional development opportunities including:

 • 2016 OAGEE Spring Conference @ Giant’s Rib in 
Hamilton on May 6th 

 • 2016 OAGEE Fall Conference @ Trinity College 
School in Port Hope on Nov. 11th & 12th 

We need your help in Ontario so that Geography can 
SURVIVE & THRIVE. Take an active role in your profession 
by becoming an OAGEE member today at www.oagee.org

Shawn Hughes   

President, OAGEE     

shawn_hughes@kprdsb.ca 

…or more specifically, it needs your articles, lesson 
plans, ideas, book or media reviews, or websites with 

new, or exciting classroom resources

Send your submission to the Editor and help to ensure The Monograph continues its tradition of sharing 
resources to maintain a strong and important place for Geography in the Ontario curriculum.

If you need help preparing your submission, contact the Editor by email, fax, mail, or phone:

Gary Birchall
Email: gbirch@cogeco.ca

FAX (905) 304-7779
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Order/Information from:

Kimberly Information 
Services Ltd.

36 Secinaro Avenue
Ancaster, ON L9G 0C6
Phone: 905-304-7779
FAX: 905-304-7779
Email: kis16@cogeco.ca

Contact us by email for a
pdf file of our Order Form.

Timesaver Curriculum Series

Key Features

� consistent structure 
throughout

� literacy and numeracy 
focus

� inquiry-based activities
using the Concepts of
Geographic Thinking 

� relevant and interesting 
topics and strategies

� accommodates wide 
range of learners

� ready to use with all 
necessary resources

� black line masters & full 
colour QuickTime
movie presentations on 
CD and DVD

� pdf files of all Teacher 
and Student pages 
included in the binder

All 5 Units - $500.00

* plus 5% HST and $25.00
 Shipping/Handling

CGC1P
Applied and Essentials

Implementation Package

Geography of Canada

 Available

      N
ow!

2013 Revised Edition

12 1
2

3

4
5

67
8

9
10

11

In addition, your $500.00* investment includes:
•  90+ stand-alone classroom-tested activities;
•  15+ full colour QuickTime presentation movies;
•  900+ full colour JPEG files of the photos used
 in ALL units for use by you or your students;
•  Blackline masters and resources for ALL activities;
•  Lesson Plans & Answer Sheets for ALL activities.

For purchasers of the first edition, a package of only
CDs & DVDs that includes all reorganized/revised pages and
new activities included in the revised edition, plus all of the above
features, is available as an UPDATE PACKAGE for $150*.
Note that:
• 90% of the activities come from the previous edition, some of

which have been updated or revised;
• activities have been added to address new expectations.

The CGC1P Grade 9 Issues in Canadian Geography in the
2013 Revision of the Canadian & World Studies, Grades 9
& 10 document is a multi-layered and complex document.

If you are looking for a resource that addresses many of
the implementation requirements of this curriculum, then 
this is your best bet.

This package of over 90 differentiated, inquiry-based, 
self-contained, and classroom tested activities:
• is organized into the five strands identified in the document;
• addresses ALL of the Overall and Specific Expectations;
• gives the Achievement Levels, Concepts of Geographic

Thinking, Map, Globe, and Graphic Skills, and Literacy
and Numeracy Skills addressed by each activity;

• includes Answer Sheets for ALL activities, a major feature
if your department has cross-over teachers with little or no
geographic background;

• includes differentiated instruction for Applied & Essential
 level students.
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Lake
Ontario

Hamilton
Harbour

Hamilton

Dundas
Valley

Spencer
Gorge

Burlington

Niagara Escarpment

Niagara Escarp

m
ent

Cootes Paradise

O.A.G.E.E. Spring Conference

Waterfalls and Parks:
Protecting the Niagara Escarpment

Friday May 6, 2016

Dundas Valley, Hamilton, Ontario

Join us in the Dundas Valley, as we explore the Spencer Gorge, 
cut into the Niagara Escarpment in the Dundas Valley, and the 
proposed Cootes to Escarpment Ecopark System, a plan to establish 
a sustainable, ecologically sound protected area amid the urbanized 
landscape of the Golden Horseshoe.

Two field studies, led by Peter Kelly, a geographer at the Royal Bo-
tanical Gardens (RBG) involved 
in the Ecopart project and Chris 
Hamilton of the Giant’s Rib 
Escarpment Education Network 
(GREEN) will show you what 
natural landscapes of this World 
Biosphere Reserve are worth pro-
tecting and how plans are afoot 
to do just that.

Tentative Agenda

Morning

Meet Royal Botanical Gardens 
Headquarters

Cootes Paradise to Escarpment 
Ecopark System - Field Study with 
Peter Kelly of the RGB

Lunch (included with Registration)

Afternoon

Spencer Gorge Hike - Field Study 
with Chris Hamilton of GREEN

Discovery Centre in the Dundas 
Valley Conservation Area - World 
Biosphere Reserve - Niagara  
Escarpment Display

For updated information on itinerary, location map, cost, 
and

REGISTRATION, visit the OAGEE website at:
www.oagee.org

For General Questions, contact:
Gary Birchall, Conference Chair

gbirch@cogeco.ca
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Fall Conference 2016 
Port Hope, ON 

POWER OF THE MAP 
 

	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

 

-  CALL FOR PRESENTERS - 
Submissions @ oagee.org (May.23 to July.31) 

 
	  
	  

	  

All	  applicable	  workshop	  and	  presentation	  proposals	  will	  be	  considered	  for	  the	  conference.	  However,	  we	  are	  
encouraging	  potential	  presenters	  to	  consider	  providing	  sessions	  that	  focus	  on	  the	  POWER	  OF	  THE	  MAP	  and	  
on	  the	  highlighted	  themes	  listed	  below.	  
	  
Notifications	  regarding	  successful	  submissions	  will	  be	  provided	  by	  the	  	  
end	  of	  August,	  2016.	  
	  

Further	  presentation	  information	  &	  registration	  details	  for	  Exhibitors,	  Sponsors,	  and	  Delegates	  will	  be	  
available	  @	  OAGEE.ORG	  	  
	  

 
	  

Explore	  over	  40	  workshops	  and	  field	  trips	  for	  Grades	  7-‐12,	  including	  sessions	  on	  the	  new	  Senior	  curriculum,	  
geo-‐technology	  &	  map-‐based	  learning,	  French	  language	  resources,	  field	  studies,	  geo-‐literacy	  &	  numeracy,	  

geoSTEM,	  game-‐based	  learning,	  aboriginal	  issues,	  ecological	  &	  sustainability	  awareness,	  international	  trips,	  
urbanism,	  inquiry-‐based	  learning,	  global	  citizenship,	  differentiated	  learning,	  assessment	  &	  evaluation,	  

culminating	  tasks,	  classroom	  strategies,	  resources	  and	  lesson	  sharing.	  
 
 

	  
 

One or two day registration rates available. 
 
 

	  

FOR	  CONFERENCE	  INFORMATION	  GO	  TO	  OAGEE.ORG	  
	  

GENERAL	  INQUIRIES	  –	  Cory	  McKercher	  -‐	  CONFERENCE	  CHAIR	  -‐	  cmckercher@tcs.on.ca	  
	  
	  

	    
Friday Nov.11 

& 
 Saturday Nov.12 
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Description What we study when we ask the questions

What is where? • features of Earth’s surface
 • physical or natural features, such as rivers or mountains
 • cultural features, such as settlements or roads
• location, distribution pattern, scale (local, regional, global)

Why there? • causes, such as erosion, trade, climate factors, or historical advantages
• processes, such as mountain building or weathering
• interrelationships, such as between water, people, and animals

Why care? • importance, relevance, implications

What to do? • planning, decision-making, actions

GeoGeek thought(s): I can not shake a conversation I recently 
had with my hairdresser. 

Hairdresser: My family’s New Year’s resolution is to eat healthier.

Me: That’s great! Are you thinking of eating less meat? Eat-
ing less meat is good for your health and the environment.

Hairdresser: How does eating less meat help the environment?

Me: Well, I have been teaching my students about the link 
between raising livestock and global warming. 

Hairdresser: But I thought you were a Geography teacher? 
You know, maps and stuff. 

I can not decide which part of that conversation haunts 
me more; the fact that the only content my hairdresser re-
members learning in Geography is mapping, or her genuine 
lack of understanding of the impacts of the food we eat. 

Mapping is the essential core of what it means to be a ge-
ographer, and we love it! But I feel that there is a shift that 
all Geography educators need to make in order to survive the 
current changes in education and societal values. Students 
today are pressured into choosing subjects that will lead to 
healthy salaries and salary caps. To remain relevant as an 
essential course, geographers need to highlight the content 
and learning objectives of our courses as important. As ge-
ographers we need to connect student learning to the skills 
they will need in their future careers. 

For those of you just starting a teaching career, I do not want 
you to feel an onerous burden with joining the Geography 
teaching ranks, quite the opposite. Whether you are solely 
teaching this subject or if it is part of a timetable of other 
disciplines, there is no reason why Geography can’t make 
its way into many of your teachable moments. If we take 
the time to explore the 4W’s of A Sense of Place with our 
students we will set them on a path of geographic inquiry for 
life (see Figure #1). It is important to point out that many 

of us take for granted that 
our thoughtful planning of 
cross-curricular material will 
be noticed by our students. 
This is not always the case. 
Explain to your students that 
your lesson combines con-
tent and skills from a variety 
of subjects. As the lesson unfolds, point out which pieces 
belong to which subject so students can easily identify that 
through the geographic lens we can connect the physical 
and human aspects of most topics and issues. 

This brings me back to my conversation with my hair-
dresser. My goal as a Geography educator is to engage 
students with geographic content that is current, relevant 
(to their lives), and thoughtful. I want my students to leave 
class everyday feeling that they have learned more than how 
to plot points on a map. I encourage students to use the 
content we learn as a way of contextualizing our classroom 
maps. The 4W’s are the perfect way to explore geographical 
issues such as livestock production as it is links to global 
warming. In my classroom, my hairdresser would learn how 
her daily choices, such as the food she eats, has an impact 
not only on her diet and health but also on the Canadian 
economy, society,  and environment. The raising of beef live-
stock in Canada is an integral part of Canada’s relationship 
with their health care system, economic development, and 
environmental policies. A Geography student should feel 
enlightened and empowered based on the content covered 
in our courses. This feeling should transcend their course 
selection decisions through high school and postsecondary 
education. 

Let us work together to point out the link that geographic 
content of our courses has to your students’ everyday lives. 
This will not only give them a sense of empowerment, but 

will also encourage them 
to return to Geography 
courses with a strong sense 
of purpose. I hope we can 
all agree that what we 
remember from our Ge-
ography classes was how 
exploring the places on 
maps was the lens that we 
needed to make connec-
tions between important 
local, regional, national 
and world issues; and that 
hooked us for life.

GeoGeek Talks - thoughts from an aspiring Geographer

Torie Abbotts, Geography Teacher, York Region District School Board

Making Geography Relevant - Hooking Students for Life

Geddes, Ewan, Kristen Demaiter, Lewis French, and Paul Vanzant. “Introduction.” Geography in Action: Inquiry and Issues 
From Canadian Perspectives - Student Edition © 2015. 1st ed. Whitby, ON: McGraw-Hill Education Canada, 2015. 3. Print.  

Figure #1 - A Sense of Place: The 4W’s
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Liveable Communities Unit Culminating Assignment

Overall Expectations

 E1 - The Sustainability of Human Systems: analyse issues relating to the sustainability of human systems in 
Canada.

 E2 - Impacts of Urban Growth: analyse impacts of urban growth in Canada.

 A1 - Geographic Inquiry: use the geographic inquiry process and the concepts of geographic thinking when in-
vestigating issues relating to Canadian Geography. 

Specific Expectations
 E1.5 – Propose courses of action that would make a community more sustainable.

 E2.3 – Describe strategies that urban planners use to control urban sprawl.

 A1.7 – Communicate their ideas, arguments, and conclusions using various formats and styles, as appropriate for the 
audience and purpose.

 A1.8 – Use accepted forms of documentation to acknowledge different types of sources.

 A1.9 – Use appropriate terminology when communicating the results of their investigations.

Your Task
You are an urban planner and have been hired by the Town of Markham to design Markham’s first liveable/sustain-

able community. This is a chance for you to start fresh and employ the concepts you have learned about liveable and 
sustainable communities and urban planning. Specifically, your community must follow the principles of Smart Growth.

1. Create a map showing the design & layout of your new liveable/sustainable community.

2. Write either a news article or a brochure for potential residents.

The Map

 • You have been given a specific amount of space for each landuse type (see below).

 • Use the Sustainable Community Planning Map template provided to design your community.

 • The total area of each landuse type can be divided into more than one section (e.g. you may have more than one 
residential area instead of just one large group of 400 squares).

 • The community is only 1,000 squares in size (25 x 40).

 • You must follow all mapping guidelines, including using black ink for all labels, colour, etc.

 • Legend must be included along with colour.

 • There is space on the map sheet for a title, legend, north arrow and scale.

 
• The community needs a name: 

 
(e.g. Frugal Rock).

 Landuse Zones

 • Residential – 40% = 400 squares • Transportation – 30% = 300 squares

 • Institutional – 5% = 50 squares • Recreation – 15% = 150 squares

 • Industrial – 5% = 50 squares • Commercial – 5% = 50 squares

CGC1D: Planning Markham’s First Liveable/ 
Sustainable Community
John Macdonald, Head of Geography, and Greg Pritty, Geography Teacher, Markham District High School, York Region 
District School Board
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Elgin Mills Road East

Sustainable Community Planning Map

Major Mackenzie Drive East
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 Residential Space
 Must have a mix of residential types:

  Single family homes (remember 8 houses will fit into one grid square)

  Townhouses and semi-detached homes

  Condo Apartments 

   1 high rise building  2 to 4 low rise buildings [3 to 5 stories high]

  One car garage or parking space max per family

 Transportation Space

  Include bike/walking paths that link all areas of community

  Make sure bike/walking paths travel through neighbourhood AND nature areas

  One GO station with Kiss’n Ride and bike racks - but no parking lot

  No residential street parking

  Use HALF a square for the main roads

 Institutional Buildings

  Three elementary schools (Public, Catholic, Private)

  One full-service community centre

  Place(s) of worship (ie. church, temple, mosque)

  2 day care centres for children 

  1 library

 Green Space/Recreation

  Include walking/bike paths throughout community, 

  Playing/sports field(s) – (such as football, soccer, baseball, cricket, tennis)

  Parks and playgrounds/swings

  Community farm

  Natural areas which includes forests, ponds, one lake, one river

 Green Technology-based Industrial Park
 

 Located at south end of community with suitable access to main transportation links.(i.e. highways, rail 
line, etc.)

 Commercial

  Include live/work units (eg. store below and apartment above)

  Commercial areas located throughout community

  Include a medical centre with doctors, dentist, massage, chiropractor, X-rays

  Main street should have mix of shopping

  Serviced by public transit (Viva/Markham Transit)

         Other Design Information

  Include green technologies in your community : e.g. rooftop gardens, solar panels, windmills

Specific Design Requirements Checklist
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The Newspaper Article or Brochure

Text

  WHY is this community going to be a great place for people to live and work in?

  Explain the key concepts/ideas of:

   - a liveable,

   - sustainable,

   - smart growth community.

Design Elements

  Max one page, double sided, 11 point font, word processed.

  English usage – proper paragraph and sentence format, spelling and grammar.

 If a News Article:

   catchy heading,

   proper newspaper format (2 or 3 columns depending on page layout),

   2 or 3 pictures, with captions, showing aspects of community.

 If a Brochure:

   appropriate title,

   proper brochure format (folded, 3 panels),

   2 or 3 pictures, with captions, showing aspects of community, may use some bullet points.

Summary

Community Map

In the end, your Community Map should have considered the old adage, “a picture is worth a thousand words” when 
designing Markham’s first “Liveable/Sustainable Community”.

The purpose of your community map is to visually promote this liveable/sustainable community to prospective residents 
and business owners. 

Potential residents/ businesses should be able to see WHY this community is going to be a great place for people to live, 
work, and play in.

Your map should effectively visualize the key concepts ideas of a liveable/sustainable/smart growth community.

Newspaper Article or Brochure

The purpose of the article or brochure is to promote this liveable community to prospective residents and business owners.

In-class work period dates:
 

Community Map due date: 

*A detailed Rubric for the unit culminating assignment is included on the following two pages.
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Liveable/Sustainable Community Map Rubric

Name: 
 
Community Name: 

Mapping Guidelines
 • Border, scale, legend, north arrow, title 0 1 2 3 4 5
  

 • Black ink for labels 0 1
  

 • Appropriate colours and symbols 0 1 2
  

 • All features named 0 1 2
  

 • Name of community 0 1
  

 • Boundary roads labelled 0 1
  

General map features
 • Logical Design & Layout of Community 0 1 2 3
  

 • Residential 0 1 2 3 4 5

  - mix of housing units - single family and semi-detached homes, townhouses, apartments, condos
  

 • Transportation 0 1 2 3 4 5

  - bike/walking paths link WHOLE neighbourhood

  - accessibility of public transit & GO station
  

 • Institutional 0 1 2 3 4 5

  - elementary schools, community centre, places of worship, day care centres, library
  

 • Open Space/Recreation 0 1 2 3 4 5

  - playing fields, parks, community farm

  - natural areas – forests, ponds, one lake, one river
  

 • Industrial Park 0 1 2 3 4 5

  - location – south end of community, access to main transportation links

  - served by public transit
  

 • Commercial 0 1 2 3 4 5

  - logical location of commercial buildings

  - stores/offices throughout community – served by public transit

  - live/work units

  - mix of shopping on main street

  - medical centre
  

 • Green Technologies 0 1 2 3 4 5

  - rooftop gardens, solar panels, windmills, rain barrels

Comments

        

Total  
   

/50
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Liveable/Sustainable Community Newspaper Article/Brochure Rubric

Name: 
 
Community Name: 

English Usage

 • Spelling, Grammar, Sentence Structure 0 1 2 3 4 5
  

Newspaper Article Format

 • Catchy title 0 1 2

 • 2 or 3 columns 0 1 2

 • 2 or 3 appropriate pictures with captions 0 1 2 3 4 5         6
  

Brochure Format

 • Title for brochure 0 1 2

 • 3 panel, folded design 0 1 2

 • 2 or 3 appropriate pictures with captions 0 1 2 3 4 5         6
  

Content of Newspaper Article/Brochure

 • Explain key concepts - liveable/sustainable/smart growth community

     0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
  

 • Article/Brochure clearly “sells” the community to prospective residents + business owners

     0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
  

 • Creative + engaging presentation of information

     0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Note: If you do any research for this assignment, other than using information learned in class, you need to submit a 
Works Cited list with the newspaper article or brochure. 

  Be sure to use the MLA citation format. Use either of these free on-line resources to help you.

 Easy Bib - http://www.easybib.com/

 Citation Machine - http://www.citationmachine.net/mla/cite-a-book

Comments

      

Total  
   

/40
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CGC1: Introduction to Canada’s Regions – 
A Collaborative Scavenger Hunt
Amanda Ellis, Sutton District High School, York Region District School Board

Expectations
 A1. Geographic Inquiry: use the geographic inquiry process and the concepts of geographic thinking when investi-

gating issues relating to Canadian geography.

 A2. Developing Transferable Skills: apply in everyday contexts skills, including spatial technology skills, developed 
through the investigation of Canadian geography, and identify some careers in which a background in geography 
might be an asset.

 B1.  The Physical Environment and Human Activities: analyse various interactions between physical processes, phe-
nomena, and events and human activities in Canada.

 B2.  Interrelationships between Physical Systems, Processes, and Events: analyse characteristics of various physical 
processes, phenomena, and events affecting Canada and their interrelationship with global physical systems.

 B3.  The Characteristics of Canada’s Natural Environment: describe various characteristics of the natural environment 
and the spatial distribution of physical features in Canada, and explain the role of physical processes, phenomena, 
and events in shaping them.

The activity is divided into two parts that are described below. Following the instructions is a set of cue cards and  
recording table for the results of the Part A: Scavenger Hunt and the Part B: Regions and the Inquiry Process.

Part A: Exploring Canada - A Collaborative Scavenger Hunt
In this small group activity, students explore the Internet to find the definition of selected Canadianisms and the region 

of Canada they are commonly associated with. Depending on the class or the time available, you might have each group 
do a selected number of the 72 Canadianisms. The organizer has 18 rows, room for a quarter of the total number of terms.

As some of these words are VERY unique to Canada, I would suggest showing students the use of quotations to search 
– i.e. “Zombie issue” as opposed to just zombie issue. This activity can also be kinesthetic if students must exchange cue 
cards after each time (meaning they’ll have to get up 9 times). This activity is a great introduction to research, collabora-
tion, and the use of a computer lab.

Part A: Exploring Canada – a Collaborative Scavenger Hunt

Work your way through the following cue cards with a partner and complete the Exploring Canada Organizer on Page 3.

1 Tuktu Abegweit Lotusland Tuckamore

2 Seigneury Long Lots Missouri Coteau Lake Agassiz

3 Burgess Shales Gimli Glider Acadia Pur laine

4 Aglu York Boat Ambitious City Assomption Belt

5 Rupert’s Land Canada West Bennett Barnyard Pemmican
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6 Blizzard Blanket Marriage Copper Inuit Boom Cat

7 Booming Place Cabbagetown Cabotia Efisga

8 Cadborosaurus Cahot Back Country Bain Wagon

9 Bakeapple Balise Ballacater Taiga

10 Cordillera Montane Bay-noddie Carrying Place

11 Castor Gras Cheechako Chinook Fever Clay Belt

12 Clergy 
Reservations Cold Maker Country Marriage Les Filles du Rois

13 Devil of the 
Woods

Digby Chips Doukhobor Eight Ender

14 Ermite La Grande 
Derangement

False Ice Fairy Shoe

15 Fenian Flambeau Frost One’s Lungs Sand Hills

16 Scotch Townships Sea of Mountains Sedna Siberia of the Fur 
Trade

17 Six Nations Snow-eater Tin Pants Eastern 
Townships

18 Palliser’s Triangle Underground 
Railway

Ungava Zombie Issue
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Exploring Canada Organizer

Term (Word) Meaning/Description Associated Region(s) of 
Canada
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Part B: Regions and the Inquiry Process

In small groups, students receive a cue card with a question – e.g. “What is the best region in Canada to live in if you 
have allergies?” The group must work through the inquiry process collaboratively to determine an answer. The finished 
product can be verbal, written, or other.

Cue Cards

What is the best region of Canada 
to live in if you’re a professional 
athlete?

What is the best region of Canada 
to live in if you’re an alien invad-
ing earth?

What is the best region of Canada 
to live in if you’re a paleontologist?

What is the best region of Canada 
to live in if you’re an immigrant?

What is the best region of Canada 
to live in if you’re a petrochemical 
engineer?

What is the best region of Canada to 
live in if you’re a marine biologist?

What is the best region of Canada 
to live in if you’re a cartographer?

What is the best region of Canada 
to live in if you’re a Live Action 
Role Player?

What is the best region of Canada 
to live in if you’re a farmer?

What is the best region of Canada 
to live in if you’re an artist?

What is the best region of Canada 
to live in if you have allergies?

What is the best region of Canada 
to live in if you are single?
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Introduction
Game URL: http://goo.gl/9lAcla (recommended for Gr. 9-12 students)

“In Climate Challenge, the player takes on the fictional role of 
the President of the European Nations, choosing policies to reduce 
carbon dioxide emissions from 2000 to 2100. The player has to 
balance emissions reductions with making sure there is enough 
electricity, water, and food for the people, whilst also managing their 
spending and trying to remain popular with the electorate.” (Games 
for Change website). For more Geography-related impact games and 
accompanying student activities go to: www.changegamer.ca 

Pre-Game
1. Climate Change has been described as a “100-year problem fac-

ing four-year governments”. What do you think this means?

During the Game
1. Start the game in the Tutorial Mode (http://goo.gl/9lAcla). Follow the tutorial prompts carefully as they guide you 

through the instructions of the game. This game is quite complex and many of the functions and features are quite 
subtle but important, so take your time at the beginning.

2. Once you have completed the tutorial, you can restart the game (skip the tutorial this time). As you work through 
the game at least 3 times, complete the sections below:

Attempt 1 Scores Highlights:

Environment:   

Wealth: Lowlights:

Popularity: 

Attempt 2 Scores Highlights:

Environment:   

Wealth: Lowlights:

Popularity: 

Attempt 3 Scores Highlights:

Environment:   

Wealth: Lowlights:

Popularity: 

‘Climate Challenge’ Digital Game (from the BBC)
Mike Farley, Geography Teacher, University of Toronto Schools
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Post-Game Analysis

1. Describe the biggest challenge you faced in trying to reduce CO2 emissions as a world leader?  Why did it give you 
so many difficulties?

2. Briefly describe the two most effective programs you put in place in terms of reducing climate change with the least 
side effects in terms of popularity and wealth.  Why were they so effective?

3. Briefly describe a program/policy put in place by your country’s government to combat climate change and assess 
its success (or lack thereof).  Think in terms of the impact on the environment and wealth on your country and the 
political cost/gain for the government.

4. Research the current global climate change treaty.  Briefly describe it and evaluate its effectiveness.

5. Rate the simulation (1 is poor, 5 is excellent):  1  –  2  –  3  –  4  –  5

 Briefly explain the pros and cons and provide any suggestions for improvement.
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Expectations
  A1 -  use the geographic inquiry process and the concepts of geographic thinking when investigating issues 

relating to Canadian Geography.

  A2 -  apply in everyday contexts skills, including spatial technology skills, developed through the investigation 
of Canadian Geography, and identify some careers in which a background in Geography might be an asset.

  A2.4 - identify careers in which a geography background might be an asset (e.g., urban planner, emergency pre-
paredness coordinator, land surveyor, GIS technician, transportation logistics coordinator, forester, politi-
cian, community events organizer).

Background
This exercise is applicable to both academic and applied Grade 9 students. It is best done early in the term. In addition 

to satisfying several expectations and developing group collaboration and research skills, it gives Geography a significant 
role to play in the Ministry’s requirement for students to explore their I.P.P. yearly. It also provides an opportunity to 
bring technology into the classroom as it requires at least one period in a computer lab with access to Career Cruising 
and requires sharing Google documents. A lesson should be done beforehand outlining what is a geographer, what are 
geographic skills, how to identify credible websites, and how to record research notes.

To access Career Cruising, students will need a username and password. Once they have logged in, they can go to ‘My 
IPP’ to ‘Explore My Interests’ or ‘Learn about Careers’. Career information can also be accessed by clicking on the Ca-
reer tab then typing in the career they want to learn about. ‘Information At a Glance’ appears but there are tabs at the 
left side for more in-depth information such as ‘Job Description’, ‘Working Conditions’, ‘Earnings’ and ‘Education’ as 
well as related careers.

Introductory Student Hand-Out #1-1

Exploring Geography-Related Careers
  

1.  Agronomist 19. Landscaper  
2.  Aquaculturist 20. Land Agent
3.  Arborist 21.  Land Surveyor
4.  Beekeeper 22.  Meteorologist
5.  Cartographer 23.  Miner
6.  Conservation Officer 24.  Oceanographer
7.  Ecologist 25.  Outdoor Guide
8.  Environment Consultant 26.  Park Warden/Ranger
9.  Farmer 27.  Planner
10. Fisher 28.  Real Estate Agent
11. Forester 29.  Researcher
12. Forest Firefighter 30.  Solar Energy Technician
13. Gardener 31.  Travel Agent
14. GIS Specialist 32.  Waste Treatment Plant Operator
15. Horticulturist 33.  Wildlife Technician
16. Humanitarian Aid Worker 34.  Zookeeper
17. Hydrologist 35.  Zoologist
18. Immigration Officer

 Note: All of these careers are listed on Career Cruising.

1. What do you think a geographer does? 

2. What are some key geographic skills?

3. What questions would you want answered about the above careers? 

Exploring Your IPP and Geography Careers
Susan Frauts, Head of Geography, Stouffville District Secondary School, Y.R.D.S.B.
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Introductory Student Hand-Out #1-2

Career Cruising provides information about a wide range of career possibilities. It has information on core tasks, working 
conditions, earnings, education requirements, attributes and abilities, related careers and career paths. When you com-
pleted your matchmaker survey as part of your IPP (Individual Pathway Plan), a list of 40 related careers was generated. 
Perhaps one was even geography related!

Task
Form groups of four. Each student will choose ONE (1) of the Geography-related careers listed above. Each student in the 
group must choose a different career.

A chart will be sent to each group through Google documents. The person receiving this document will make a copy of 
it, and then share it with his/her three other group members. While in the computer lab, each student will complete a 
column of the chart by gathering information related to the geography-related career they chose from Career Cruising. 
DO NOT alter each other’s work and DO NOT use other sites! The chart should also be shared with the teacher using the 
blue tab at the top right corner.

Group Activity - Researching Geography-Related Careers

Each student in the group completes one column of the chart below using data from the Career Crusing site only fol-
lowing the instructions given by your teacher. After all the columns have been completed, share the chart with your 
teacher using the blue tab at the top right corner of the screen. Each student should also individually complete the career 
Self Reflection form provided by the teacher (on the next page). Except for Attributes and Abilities, do NOT gather data 
from the At a Glance page.

Note: The chart will lengthen as information is added. Make sure to Share the chart with your teacher.

Student Researcher

Geography-related 
career chosen

Brief Job 
Description

Working  
Conditions

Earning Range and 
Likely Employer

Education and 
Training  

Requirements

Attributes and  
Abilities Needed

Three Related 
Careers

Evaluation

Each student will receive marks for the work they complete.

- 6 marks (1 mark per box) towards THINKING for their research (complete, accurate, in point form, in own words)
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Self-Reflection Student Hand-out #2

Note: This handout can be given electronically or in paper form.

Exploring Geography Related Careers – Self-Reflection

Each student will complete this self-reflection form using the information collected in their group chart. 

Application Mark:     /15 marks

1. What Geography-related career did you explore?  

2. a)  Considering only the career you researched, what did you like about this career? (1 mark)

 b) Considering only the career you researched, what did you dislike about this career? (1 mark)

 c) Rate the likelihood of pursuing this career in the future. High  Maybe No way

  Explain your response. (1 mark)

3. Based on your exploration, complete the following chart.

Geography-related 
careers explored in 

your group.

Rate your interest in 
them. 

1 = most 
4 = least

Rate them according 
to likely earnings. 

1 = most 
4 = least

Indicate whether 
or not the career 

requires college or 
university education.

Indicate whether or 
not the career was 

among the 40 careers 
in your IPP. 
Yes or No

(8 marks – 2 marks per row – ½ mark per box)

4. a) What were the top FIVE careers listed in your IPP?

  

 b) Which of these interests you the most right now and why? Your answer can be based on information about the 
career from the Career Cruising site. (1 mark)

 c) How many of your top FIVE careers are related to Geography? (1 mark)

5. a) Overall, what can you conclude about Geography-related careers? Fully explain your answer. (1 mark)

 b) Overall, what can you conclude about your interest in Geography-related careers? Fully explain your answer. (1 
mark)
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During the first week of July, the Meteorological Service 
of Canada (MSC), a division of Environment Canada, co-
sponsored a summer institute for  Grade 7-12 Geography and 
Science teachers. The other sponsors of this institute were the 
Ontario Association for Geographic and Environmental 
Education (OAGEE), The Toronto District School Board 
(TDSB), Ontario Institute for Studies in Education (OISE), 
and ESRI Canada. This institute was run dur-
ing the Pan American Games in Toronto in 
order to make the most use of the air quality 
monitoring and data collection that had been 
designed specifically for this event. 

A small, but extremely enthusiastic, teacher’s 
group from southern Ontario plus a teacher 
from Hong Kong participated in this unique 
institute. Teachers were expected to infuse skills 
and knowledge to gain an understanding of the 
various elements that are identified in both air 
quality and urban heat island studies.

There were a number of custom presenta-
tions, all arranged by MSC, and delivered by 
a range of experts who spoke on such topics as 
Air Quality Research (Craig Stroud), Urban 
Heat Island Mapping (Phillippe Martin), 
Cloud Physics and Severe Weather Research 
(David Sills) and UV Modelling, Forecasting 
and Measurement Techniques  (Yves Rochon ). 

All of these MSC–Environment Canada Scientists were able 
to make extremely technical concepts very accessible for 
classroom teachers with fabulous examples to be passed on 
to a range of students. Along with the Environment Canada 
scientists the organizers from MSC (Chantal Duhaime 
and Dave Henderson) invited a couple of health experts, 
including Marianne Hatzopoulou from the University of 

Air Quality/Heat Island Summer Institute for Teachers
In conjunction with The Toronto Pan Am Games

Mark Lowry, Past President, OAGEE; Geography, Social Studies, and Geo-Spatial Technologies Consultant
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Toronto, who spoke on the relationship between Health 
and Air quality and Mira Shnabol (from York Region) with 
Gregory Richardson (Health Canada) who spoke about 
Assessing Urban Heat Islands.

As this was an educational institute, teachers were expected 
to be more than passive receptors. They were expected to 
be active participants and glean a range of skills to use 
with the knowledge base we were acquiring. In order to 
facilitate these skills, the institute had educational experts 

who demonstrated a 
range of educational 
methodologies and the 
teachers were trained in 
the skills of geo-spatial 
data and presentation 
(GIS using ArcGIS On-
line). The teachers were 
also able to use specific 
data as demonstrated in 
the uniquely designed 
WISDOM spatial air 
quality database. Teach-
ers obtained specific 
training in the creation 
of GIS mapping and the 
creation of story maps.

Along with the infor-
mative and thought-
provoking classroom 
time, the participants 
also got to use specific 
monitoring devices in 
the field, including heat 
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sensors and GPS lo-
cation devices.

The teachers also 
were able to spend 
a day at the MSC 
Downsview loca-
tion (4905 Dufferin) 
where they got to 
see, and experience, 
the Ontario Storm 
Prediction Center 
and the AMMOS 
car, designed for 
the Pan Am games. 
In everyone’s es-
timation this was 
a highlight of the 
Institute. 

Teacher-students 
were also able to 
experience the near 
roadside monitor-
ing station on Han-
lan’s point (on the 
Toronto Island) 
making this Insti-
tute one based on 
a true co-learning 
approach.

The institute did not end in July as there was, and is, an 
expectation that teachers would use the skills and informa-
tion they experienced in their own classrooms. To this end 
a repository was created using the various presentations 
and a number of the teachers reconvened at the OAGEE 

Fall Conference in November to share how they had used 
their learnings in the classroom. From this sharing event, a 
guide will be created to support other teachers who might 
want to make use of these classroom activities 
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TORONTO, ON, November 2, 2015 — Nancy Gillis, a 
grade 2/3 teacher at Toronto’s Cresthaven Public School 
never dreamed that doing a job she loves would ever bring 
so much attention…and awards. “Everything I’ve achieved 
is because I’m a part of a wonderful community,” says 
Nancy Gillis about her 
work. “None of my envi-
ronmental endeavours 
would happen without 
the input of wonderful 
colleagues, support 
from parents, and lots 
of passion from my stu-
dents. I love to see the 
kids become so engaged 
with environmental 
literacy. I think it’s the 
opportunity to take ac-
tion and idea that they 
are doing something to 
make the world a better 
place that makes them 
so passionate about 
environmental issues.” 

At the North Ameri-
can Association for 
Environmental Edu-
cation’s (NAAEE) awards reception in San Diego, California, 
Nancy Gillis was recognized with The K-12 Educator of the 
Year Award. This award is peer acknowledgement for Gillis’s 
efforts in promoting environmental education and utilizing 
the environment as a context for learning in her teaching. 

How did the NAAEE hear about Gillis’ superstar environ-
mental teaching skills? Gillis won the Classroom Energy 
Diet Challenge’s (CEDC) Energy Educator of the Year 
Award for Central Canada in May 2015, a program pre-
sented by Canadian Geographic and Shell Canada. It was 

Nancy Gillis came to Canadian Geographic Education’s attention through 
her involvement with the Classroom Energy Diet Challenge where she won 
the Energy Educator of the Year Award for Central Canada  this year.

Toronto Teacher wins North American
Environmental Education Award
Submitted by Deborah Chapman, Communications Manager, Royal Canadian 
Geographical Society

while Gillis participated in the summer CEDC workshop that 
her fearless, dynamic approach to environmental teaching 
shone through. “Nancy Gillis is a trailblazer in the field 
of environment education,” says Ellen Curtis, Director of 
Education with Canadian Geographic Education. “We felt 

her commitment to 
environmental lit-
eracy deserves the 
recognition that The 
NAAEE Educator of 
the Year Award can 
bring.” 

Here’s a sample of 
some of the environ-
mental educational 
initiatives Gillis does 
with Cresthaven stu-
dents. They conduct 
waste audits and ad-
vocate to make chang-
es to reduce waste 
and energy within 
the school. Students 
get involved in eco-
innovation projects 
like designing and 
building green solu-

tions such as solar desk lamps. The students also learn about 
issues relevant to the community – such as changes to a 
nearby oil pipeline. This issue spurred on Grades 2-6 students 
to produce a film called “Look What’s Coming Down the 
Line” which was featured at the United Nations World En-
vironment Day Student Film Festival and placed runner-up 
for a KidsCan Press Award. Gillis embeds environmental 
literacy into her teaching throughout the curriculum and 
has helped lead her school in achieving Platinum status as 
part of the Ontario Eco Schools program.
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Based on your amazing feedback, we are thrilled that 
everyone enjoyed the 2015 OAGEE Fall Conference at the 
University of Toronto Schools (UTS). Mike Farley, 2015 
Conference Coordinator, and his team of hardworking 
OAGEE volunteers (see above) did a superb job. Teachers 
were able to capitalize on the tremendous amount of time 
and effort put forth by our conference team at a fantastic 
facility and location. 

 The 2015 OAGEE Fall Conference @ UTS promoted a vari-
ety of workshops on game-based learning, ArcGIS Online, 
geographic literacy, field studies, environmental education, 
and inquiry-based learning. While workshop sessions and 
field studies are a great opportunity for teachers to learn 
and implement focused strategies for student engagement 
in the Geography curriculum, another invaluable resource 
is often overlooked. Networking with fellow professionals 
can be one of the greatest strengths and greatest values of 
our conferences. We realize the importance of building 

a strong, growing network of geo-
graphic educators as this network is 
our most appreciated resource. 

Many teachers attend these confer-
ences in order to recharge, reener-
gize, and surround themselves with 
a network of professionals that are 
very willing to share their knowledge 
and experience. I look forward to 
my annual visit with many of these 
folks that I’ve become accustomed to 
reconnecting with every year. This 
network provides a wealth of informa-
tion, connections, future opportuni-
ties, and…most importantly…they’re 
fun!    

More pictures on the conference 
are available at www.oagee.org

Prior to attending my very first Fall 
Conference (many, many years ago), I 

was informed about the abundance of accessible information 
and talent that is readily available through the conference. It 
can be overwhelming! This year was no exception. My most 
memorable experiences include Mike Ford’s entertaining 
opening for the conference and his subsequent presentation 
on song writing as Geographic Inquiry. 

Inquiry-based learning is an approach to teaching and 
learning that places students’ questions, ideas, and observa-
tions at the centre of 
the learning experi-
ence (Scardamalia, 
2002).I would like 
to thank Ethan (12 
years old!) for sharing 
his emotional and 
powerful journey to 
the 20th anniversary 

2015 OAGEE Fall Conference at the University of 
Toronto Schools – Go Explore!
Shawn Hughes, President OAGEE, Head of Geography, Kawartha Pine Ridge DSB

Shawn Hughes, Lew French, Linda Gollick, Paul Hackl, Ling Wong, Torie Abbotts, 
Mike Farley (Conference Chair), Richard Cook, Ewan Geddes
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of the Rwandan Genocide during his family’s adventure 
through East Africa. As teachers, it can be humbling when 
you recognize that you have much to learn from students. 

I would like to thank Mike and the planning team for their 
perseverance and determination to provide Ontario teachers 
with a very successful conference. The continued success of 
the OAGEE Fall Conference depends on the tireless work of 
teacher volunteers that have dedicated countless hours of 
time and effort to provide current and relevant professional 
development for teachers across the province. 

We seek to bring the conference to a region near you 
year after year. This philosophy does not lead to a consis-
tent date and location for our annual conferences, but the 
commitment and perseverance of our incredible volunteers 
is unwavering. It is always consistent. Quite simply, our 
volunteers are amazing and I am very grateful to have the 
opportunity to work with them. 

We look forward to the continued efforts of our team at 
the 2016 OAGEE Fall Conference at Trinity College School 
in Port Hope. This conference is sure to be another success 
based on the tremendous organization of Cory McKercher, 
2016 Conference Coordinator, and his team combined with 
this modern and unique venue.
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Major storm developing! Disaster happening!! Aftermath!!! What can teachers and students observe, describe, and 
analyze? Go to NOAA’s JetStream - Online School for Weather (http://www.srh.noaa.gov/jetstream/synoptic/ll_ana-
lyze_slp.htm) to give students a basic understanding of all weather factors including winds, temperatures, and pressure 
in order to understand a weather map and to draw conclusions.

Next, use Earth: A Global Map of Wind, Weather and Ocean Currents (http://earth.nullschool.net/). This is a useful 
tool when explaining and/or analyzing local to global weather systems.  

This website will give the Earth (blue) with its current wind circulation 
patterns (green). Use the cursor to click and drag the globe to a position 
to be examined. The globe will turn into a black-white image. When you 
stop the click and drag, the blues and greens will reappear. Be patient.

Use the mouse’s scroll button to zoom in/out.

By single clicking on a map location, the Lat/Long will ‘pop up’ 
along with a green circle. Clicking the X will close the Lat/Long box.

Note the circulation patterns of the wind. By comparing this pattern 
to a current weather map (e.g. The Weather Network http://www.the-
weathernetwork.com/maps/weather-systems) students can correlate 
wind patterns with High/Low Pressure systems. 

Using Accuweather (http://www.accuweather.com/en/ca/ontario/
satellite) a correlation to cloud cover can be made.

Linking to intellicast will give you the precipitation patterns (http://
www.intellicast.com/Local/WxMap.aspx) and high/low pressure pat-
terns or get the current surface analysis at http://www.intellicast.com/
National/Surface/Current.aspx 

Going back to http://earth.nullschool.net/, students make their 
own analysis of the current state of the weather and make forecasts.

Other earth.nullschool Activities

1.  Click on earth (bottom left corner) and go to Mode. 

2.  Click on Air or Ocean.

 2.1  For Air, examine the Height category in hPa which is used in 
meteorology for most weather forecasts for atmospheric pres-
sure in millibars. 250 hPA will show the current jet stream 
or 10 hPA gives the global winds. 1000 pHA will provide the 
surface air pressure.

 2.2 Overlays will give you other weather factors, such as relative 
humidity, mean sea level pressure, ....

 2.3 The Ocean mode will provide wave conditions (e.g. wave 
height). Hover the cursor over any of the overlay terms to get 
a description.

 2.4 In the Overlay section, check out the MI or Misery Index.

Other Lesson Links

1.  Find Weather maps at Discovery Education Canada http://www.discoveryeducation.ca/teachers/free-lesson-plans/
weather-maps.cfm

2.  How to Read a Weather Map at https://www.teachervision.com/weather/printable/61531.html

3. A whole lot of lesson plans can be found at http://www.srh.noaa.gov/jetstream/append/lessonplans.htm

WEBWATCH: Earth - A Global Map of Wind, 
Weather, and Ocean Currents
.
Randy Wilkie, Geograf/x design, OAGEE Regional Councillor, Region 12
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Regular readers of The Monograph will 
be aware of my recent book review on Road 
Trip Rwanda: A Journey into the Heart of 
Africa by Will Ferguson. It is an interest-
ing and informative insight into a country 
with a troubled past, promising future and 
one which Canadians have had some links.

The reason for this follow-up is based on 
media coverage about events in Rwanda 
over the past year. The “Road Trip” book 
was published in 2015, based on Will Fer-
guson’s visit to Rwanda in 2013/14.  I must 
admit that I was/am most impressed with 
Ferguson’s book as he chronicled his obser-
vations on how this devastated country has 
seemingly picked itself up by its bootstraps 
and made great economic and social strides 
over the past 20 years toward healing the 
divisions between the two main groups in 
the country - the Hutus and Tutsi.

Unfortunately recent events in Rwanda, if 
press reports are accurate, would suggest that not all is well 
in this African nation. Why should readers pause to reflect 
upon this evolving situation? As educators, we should all 
be making a concerted effort to stay informed regarding 
significant geo-political world events such that we can ac-
curately inform our students of these evolving events and 
their significance in the world in general and to Canada in 
particular.

In his book, Ferguson chronicles the role of the current 
government under the leadership of President Paul Kagame, 
in bringing about the “renaissance” of Rwanda in the 20+ 
years since the genocide in 1993. As a result of this transfor-
mation, the nation of Rwanda has prospered. This is partly 
a function of Rwanda being very successful in obtaining 
massive amounts of foreign aid - currently about $1 billion 
dollars from the west, including more than $500 million 
from Canada. The picture being presented to the world is 
of a great success story.

Now however, there seems to be emerging some cracks in 
this image. Ferguson reflects on the leadership of Kagame 
and wondered if he would keep his promise to step down 
as leader when his second. term as leader was completed 
in 2015.  Two terms are the maximum which the new 
Rwandan constitution allowed. Nevertheless, over the past 
several months, there has been increasing press coverage 
regarding the fact that Kagame was planning to change the 
constitution and continue on in the role of leader of this 

nation - an unfortunate pattern which 
has plagued much of post colonial 
Africa since WWII. At the end of 2015, 
the president orchestrated a national 
referendum which extended his term.

Two recent reports have caught 
my attention. The first in the Globe 
and Mail (Jan.8/16) titled “As books 
detail totalitarian rule in Rwanda, 
benefactors start to have second 
thoughts”, see page A3. Columnist 
Geoffrey York, reporting from Jo-
hannesberg South Africa, reports 
on two new books which cast some 
light on what is currently going on 
in Rwanda. The first is Bad News: 
Last Journalist in a Dictatorship 
by Anjan Sundaram. The second is 
by Canadian Susan Thompson titled 
Whispering Truth to Power.  I have 
not had the opportunity to read either 

book, however the information in York’s Globe and Mail 
article suggests that both books reveal a much darker side 
to events in this country. As a result, a number of western 
governments are beginning to rethink their aid support 
for the current Rwandan government. There was even a 
suggestion comparing events in Rwanda to those we often 
hear about from North Korea - not a comparison that many 
countries would aspire to!!

The second media report which is worth listening to is 
from CBC Radio The Current with Anna Maria Tremonti. 
This item was broadcast on Monday January 25, 2016 and 
is titled Rwandan president “extremely effective at crushing 
dissent” says author. This is an interview with Anjan Sunda-
ram the author of the book mentioned above in the Globe 
and Mail article. This interview is well worth listening to.

At the end of the day, I always come back to the ques-
tions that Geography educators ask themselves - What is 
Where? Why There? and Why Care? In this case, my focus 
is primarily on the Why Care? part of the equation.

Rwanda, over the past two decades, has been presented 
to the world a a great “success story”, following the 1993 
genocide.  As Geographers, Rwanda has/had the basis of being 
a great case study in terms of global economic development. 
The danger we all face is researching, gathering information, 
and then freezing everything at a point in time without be-
ing vigilant to the reality that changes do happen. I think 
that if, 5 years ago, I was using Rwanda as a case study in 

BOOK REVIEWS

Follow-up thoughts and new perspectives on my recent book review of Road Trip Rwanda: A Journey into the Heart of 
Africa by Will Ferguson book review (The Monograph, Vol. 66, Issue 3, Fall, 2015, page 31)
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The Geography of Hope – A Tour of the World We Need

Chris Turner.

Random House Canada. 2008  

ISBN 978-0679314660, 480pp, Paperback, $C34.95

The Geography of Hope is all about sus-
tainability. Chris Turner is an excellent 
writer who tours the world examining all 
major aspects of sustainability including 
energy, housing, efficient communities, 
transport, design, and more!

Chris says “I began with a wind farm 
not far from home. Strangely beautiful, 
inspiring in its way, but in the end just 
a small auxiliary power plant woven 
into a grid of much larger, completely 
unsustainable ones, on the edge of a 
prairie being mined for every last non-
renewable drop of fossil fuel it had to 
give. It was a start, but for all I knew 
a false one. My goal was not merely to 
find a duplicate version of our current 
social order, minus the greenhouse gas 
emissions, but to find the right frag-
ments to assemble into a whole new 
way of life. Surely there were places 
of greater ambition and execution. I 
wanted to see the best, the state of the 
art, to discover microcosmic isles of 
sustainability to fill my map with enough detail to chart 
a course in a new direction, away from the hopeless waters 
dead ahead and towards more sustainable shores.”

Chris examines the problems, efforts, successes and failures 
that have contributed to major issues and concerns in our 
world today. He provides great background for teachers 
about the start of the sustainability efforts that followed 
the ‘Our Common Future’ document in 1987. His book is 
a must for teachers who spend significant teaching time on 
sustainable education.

Where did problems begin? What 
has been done to improve sustain-
ability? What is the world we all 
need, desperately, urgently, now! 
For example, Turner looks at fossil 
fuels and alternatives. He examines 
Samso, Denmark with its less than 
zero greenhouse emissions and goes 
on to examine where are we with hy-
drogen, nuclear fusion, and other en-
ergy efficient communities? He looks 
at Reynolds’ ‘earthship’ in Taos, New 
Mexico as prototypes for completely 
sustainable housing, and eventually 
to communities that have changed 
dying suburban neighborhoods and 
malls into more sustainable, less car-
dependent, alive communities.

He looks at the world’s green boom 
and examines examples of the good, 
bad, and the ugly of efforts. He dis-
cusses ecovillages, New Urbanism, 
and the ideas and vision of sustain-
ability in significant detail and with 

examples all over the globe. He ends with a ‘sustainable 
city on a hill’. The hope is there. We are not starting from 
zero. Sustainability must be seen as a way to guide our ac-
tions and lives.

All geography departments can benefit from having and 
using this thoughtful book.

Reviewed by Lew French, OAGEE Treasurer

“development” in a Grade 12 World Issues course, or even 
a Grade 9 Canada course dealing with foreign aid, I would 
probably have painted a glowing picture of Rwanda. I might 
still want to use this remarkable country as a case study in 
development, however, to be current and accurate, I would 
need to update my information. In this  day and age of elec-
tronic media, including the Internet, it is much easier for 

us to stay current and not continue teaching information 
from sources which may be out of date and not necessarily 
reflecting the reality of what is actually going on today. This 
is the challenge and opportunity for any educator as we 
strive to help make our students informed critical thinkers.

Review by Dickson Mansfield, retired geography educator

Editor’s Note: Teachers might also take note of the increasing level of violence in neighbouring Burundi. This situation 
has many eerie parallels to that in Rwanda. In this case, it is President Nkurunziza’s ultimately successful quest for a third 
term that has sparked protests in April of last year. I think the headline from The Guardian (UK) newspaper says it all: 
Burundi: ‘all alarm signals flashing red’ warns UN as reports of atrocities mount.

Allegations of gang rape, torture and mass graves [in Burundi] prompt warning from UN human rights chief Zeid 
Ra’ad Al Hussein that law and order is close to collapse.
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